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This is the kind of garbage that bloggers like me, Cummere,

The Joshua Legal Fund

and others have to deal with every day from the idiot
Joshua Nightshade. This is a typical hours worth that gets
posted on my blogs.
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Why I am laughing at Josh's
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Just so you understand.
I said i wasnt going to do
this but...
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Over on SLU joshua and his friends keep bashing Cummere
and trying to claim they have "overwhelming evidence" she
lives in Ohio and isn't a cop. I'm laughing my ass off right
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now. With all the supposed "computer knowledge" they have
there, not a single one seems able to realize that a good
proxy with a better vpn will redirect ALL your traffic through
another IP. Hell being taught how to set up, configure, and
use VPN's and proxies was something I learned to do almost
as soon as I logged on the internet.
What Joshua doesn't realize is that he is still an American
Citizen and threatening the lives of police officers(even if
you are not smart enough to realize they are police officers)
is a felony offense. (See above picture of the comment he
says he will post a reward for our deaths after he publishes
our information.)
This threat is a direct followup to his SLU post
(http://www.sluniverse.com/php/vb/1395569-post688.html)
where he threatens to publicize her real life information and
to accuse her of being the perpetrator of his own crimes so
that he can make sure she cannot get a job or even a date
again. Those threats are crimes too.
Maybe Joshua is stupid enough to believe that first
amendment protects him, however these idiots all thought
the same.:
http://www.shelbystar.com/articles/officer-54203-killwoman.html
http://nwahomepage.com/fulltext-news?nxd_id=209386
http://www.kvue.com/home/130293808.html
Lets ignore the death threat though. And just focus on that
SLU post. As several people that have sent inworld
messages to me and to Cummere managed to figure out
without either of us having to tell them: 1) Josh is planning
on filing a DMCA on this blog account, and on the one that I
believe is his. Josh has stated that if anyone responds to
either DMCA that he will publicize the personal information
and claim it is Cummere and myself.
Of course, if he does then he is committing yet more
crimes. But a little thing like that won't stop him. After all
he is Joshua and thus always in the right.
He is exactly following the classic Meglomaniac stalker
profile and it is just sad.
Furthermore he keeps making up all these instant messages
that he is suppsoedly getting from people "Cummere ran out
of groups doing the same thing they are to him." These
people don't exist. They are figments of his imagination. The
groups that he claims she drove people out of either don't
exist or were groups she was never a part of.
These sorts of claims have been leveled at Cummere before

and in at least one case LL permabanned the accuser. I've
been accused of similar stuff and the truth came out later.
His friends call me nuts and whacko and call Cummere the
same. Let them. No skin off my back. But sooner or later
Joshua's lies will fall apart.
This "overwhelming" evidence that Joshua and his monkey
boy Cris claim exists about cummere lying about being a
cop doesn't exist. They are basing it all around the fact she
uses an Ohio IP address, and around Joshua's fiction that he
doesn't post to other forums and blogs.
I want people to understand something. Joshua's threats of
having people kill me or Cummere don't intimidate me. They
don't scare me. I laugh at them. I laugh at his attempts to
find and publish Cummere's personal data and my own. If he
does actually do something, then I can simply deal with it
when it appears.
On the off chance the little punk does actually show up at
my house or sends someone, the cops here are aware of his
threats, my next door neighbor is retired military and keeps
guns, His son is active military and keeps guns, another of
my neighbors is an avid hunter, and I myself have several
knives, a bow, and if I need to I can get my gun out of
storage.
Cummere is even less worried. Cummere and her
housemate have an entire weapons collection.
So now the SLU's JLU behavior is complete. We have them
posting what they believe to be legitimate personal data,
googling people for "public information," making threats,
attempting to tie people together (in a laughably pitiful
attempt at that), threatening to use that information to cost
people jobs and threaten them, making death threats, and
so forth. And they do not see the irony in this.
Cummere is a big privacy fanatic and wants to see the JLU
go. Me, I think the SLU and JLU are simply two more griefer
groups that deserve each other and that all members of
both should be banned.
I also find it funny that when we mentioned here Trinity's
memorial fund all the idiots over there just assumed that we
meant Trinity had died. Apparently reading comprehension
skills there are on par with the average... no wait,
kindergarden kids have higher skills. Trinity's memorial fund
as in the one she is running. Not THE Trinity memorial fund.
Even the average three year old can spot the difference.
Shame those bigots on SLU can't.
One last thing, despite what Joshua and his friends claim, I
have no issues with Joshua's sexuality. I couldn't care less.
My friends know this. That's simply a red herring he is
tossing out to try and grab support. The fact he and his
friends are still railing on over there and trying to dig up

"evidence" against Cummere even after Cris banned her for
this "overwhelming evidence" just will make more people
understand and see through Joshua's lies.
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BlackheartedJ said...
Oh the trainwreck over there is pathetic to watch.
Cris is now lying saying no one cancelled accounts.
Guess my account that I asked to be deleted doesn't
count? Well maybe he didn't delete it, but whatever.
Its not like I will post there again.
By the way did you know they are calling you racist
now? Apparently calling someone someone else's
monkey makes you racist. I never knew that.
Because you won't post an address because of the
fact Joshua and His partner are gay (like me) that
makes you homophobic? Gee I wish that more people
were homophobic like you then. Cause most of the
homophobic people I've come across have had no
compulsions about posting my address.
That little group is full of it.
Seriously, watching that round of nut jobs is just
stretching for anything they can get to discredit you
and Cummere so they don't have to face the fact that
Joshua is a pathological lying creep.
One of the LGBT groups I am in was laughing at that
thread all morning.
About the only thing they are telling the truth on is
that he is self published. However, I know from
experience of dealing with real homophobic people
that if Amazon gets enough evidence that an account
is causing lots of problems or can be a liability for
them they will nix it.
I will happily send them the stuff I have on the punk
if you like.
On the upside, with This particular little one of his
blogger accounts should be disappearing soon.
Wonder how soon till we see the next one.
OCTOBER 3, 2011 11:49 AM
Cathiee McMillan said...
CLB~
Hello sir,
I do not wish you to contact Joshua's real life

employment areas, that would be sinking to his level
in my opinion. I think that statement was in bad
taste. What i have noticed Joshua loves to scream
and holler and tries to mask his mistakes as well.
When he said he filed the DMCA on who ever is using
that image he uses in his blogger. I do not see a
copyright on the image he uses in the forums or a
date. I wonder if the copyright of that image is US or
Australian. He should know and i am sure his
publishing agent would tell him that any copyright
battle to hold any weight he would need to have
applied for a copyright of that image. In the US the
way to get a limited Copyright is to print a hard copy
of the image place it in the mail to yourself and not
open the letter when you get it this proves the date of
creation. Now when he uses the DMCA to obtain
someones personal information and then says they
will post that personal information around the internet
is a horrible person in general. Sure it will be public
knowledge but that then makes him Just as bad as
the members of the JLU who many people in the SLU
forums are fighting against.
I don't get how people can be against the JLU for
doing this kinda of internet sleuthing and allow
someone else to do it as well.
I am sure if the name was not Joshua but Kal El they
would be all over Kal El for doing what Joshua is
doing at present.
The sad part Is Joshua has already linked his RL and
SL all over. So if someone was to do searches of his
RL name they would connect his SL name via flickr
and then if they look at his SL name they will see the
many posts on the SLU forums where he is talking
about this stuff in a hateful way. SO even beyond the
posts here if they are him or not him. He is only
hurting himself in the long run of things. If an
Employer sees Joshuas posts where he would take a
persons Information from a DMCA suit and post it and
trash it. I am sure an employer even if Joshua is the
victim in this will have second thoughts about hiring
him. But well I am just a stupid woman who
according to the SLU forums doesn't get it.
But i do and in this situation no one is going to come
out clean.
Well I hope it all stops I am glade Cummere can not
post on the SLU forums now as well.
Its hard to step away from defending yourself.
Thats why i asked to be removed, and i left the pink
hands and i left Greenzone as well.

In my eyes linden labs will not listen to the SLU
forums about the JLU cause people in the SLU forums
are doing what the JLU does.
I know people who have agreed with me, on this. I
feel bad for people like Fred who really are trying but
then you have a whole group posting any and all info
on cummere and speculating. Its what the JLU did,
they just did it behind closed doors. And Joshua said
he would ruin Cummeres or CLBs life if they filed a
reverse DMCA so well i see it as the same as what
we yelled at the JLU for.
Take care CLB i would advise to just stop attacking
back at Joshua if you can.
Cathiee
OCTOBER 3, 2011 11:55 AM
Merlynn Draken said...
Those comments you posted screen shots of really
don't sound like Josh at all. Someone is certainly
harassing you, but you're being misdirected. You are
blaming Josh and the real culprit is pointing and
laughing. You should try to find out who is really
doing this to you, that might turn out to be pretty
interesting.
OCTOBER 3, 2011 1:51 PM
Merlynn Draken said...
The verbiage in the comments you've posted screen
shots of sound nothing like Josh, at all. No doubt
someone is harassing you, you should try to find out
who it is. Someone just wants you to think it is Josh
while they sit back and point and laugh.
OCTOBER 3, 2011 3:50 PM
~CLB~ said...
@merlynn
Alright, I'll bite. This person says variations of many
of the same things Josh on SLU says, just in different
ways. This person is from Australia, the same as Josh
is. Instead of saying "Cummere that's not me, let me
help you find out who it is." Josh on SLU immediately
accuses Cummere and later me of making this up and
then adds a whole ton of other lies, and even goes so
far as to threaten to ruin Cummere's life on SLU.
(See the link to the post above) just like someone
that is guilty would do.
For someone that you claim is innocent, his actions

sure tell a different story.
But, lets entertain you for a minute. Why do you
believe it is not Josh?
And even if it is not Josh, do you really find his
actions against Cummere okay?
Going by only what is said on SLU by Josh, do you
really feel his posting private things about Cummere
and about myself and threatening to ruin our lives an
okay action?
He claims that I linked my cancer blog to this one. I
challenge him to show where.
My profile is the only place it was linked, and only
because it lists the blogs I run. I do not know how to
hide that or I would have.
For SLU users to post that and mach my physical
health issues is inexcusable and in my eyes makes
them no better than the very people they claim to be
fighting.
Honestly, I don't see a difference.
The JLU google information and publish it and make
fun of it. That is exactly what the SLU did.
Except the Josh here is doing the exact same things.
Posting information about people, and making fun of
them and threatening them.
And getting so many things wrong.
OCTOBER 3, 2011 8:31 PM
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